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We report on the photoionization and photofragmentation of benzene (C6H6) and of the
monohalobenzenes C6H5–X (X = F, Cl, Br, I) under intense-field, single-molecule conditions.
We focus 50-fs, 804-nm pulses from a Ti:sapphire laser source, and record ion mass spectra
as a function of intensity in the range B1013 W/cm2 to B1015 W/cm2. We count ions that
were created in the central, most intense part of the focal area; ions from other regions are
rejected. For all targets, stable parent ions (C6H5X
+) are observed. Our data is consistent
with resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) involving the neutral 1pp*
excited state (primarily a phenyl excitation): all of our plots of parent ion yield versus
intensity display a kink when this excitation saturates. From the intensity dependence of
the ion yield we infer that both the HOMO and the HOMO1 contribute to ionization in
C6H5F and C6H5Cl. The proportion of phenyl (C6H5) fragments in the mass spectra increases
in the order X = F, Cl, Br, I. We ascribe these substituent-dependent observations to
the different lifetimes of the C6H5X
1pp* states. In X = I the heavy-atom effect leads
to ultrafast intersystem crossing to a dissociative 3ns* state. This breaks the C–I bond
in an early stage of the ultrashort pulse, which explains the abundance of fragments that
we find in the iodobenzene mass spectrum. For the lighter X = F, Cl, and Br this
dissociation is much slower, which explains the lesser degree of fragmentation observed
for these three molecules.
Introduction
The desire to control chemical reactions1,2 and to improve the
generation of short-wavelength radiation3 are among the main
forces driving the continuing widespread interest in molecular
intense-field dynamics.4 For instance, current methods to
produce attosecond light pulses5 are based on the widely accepted
rescattering model.6 An important aspect of the present work
is parent ion formation (M-M+). Ultrafast pulses typically
produce significant amounts of parent ions, more than nano-
second or picosecond pulses. The high optical pumping rate of
ultrafast pulses efficiently competes with neutral dissociation
rates, even if the latter are on the femtosecond time scale. This
‘‘impulsive ionization’’7 facilitates the mass-spectroscopic
identification of trace analysis. Research on the stability of
ionized aromatics is also relevant for modeling of the interstellar
medium. If these ions exist, they may contribute considerably
to interstellar UV opacity by absorbing UV radiation, converting
electronic energy into vibrational energy, and emitting strong
IR features.8,9
The resources needed for fully ab initio computational studies
of molecular photodynamics in intense fields are far beyond
reach.10 Practicable quantum-chemical computational simula-
tions rely on drastic simplifications. For instance, Karlsson
et al.11 recently reported simulations for substituted benzenes
in which the whole aromatic electron system is assumed to be
largely unaffected by photoexcitation to its lower excited
states. Such approximations require experimental validation.
In our current experimental work we investigate the photo-
dynamics of the monohalobenzenes C6H5X (X= F, Cl, Br, I).
Our goal is to study the photodynamics of systematic series of
analogous molecules which differ from each other in a single
structural parameter, here the atomic halogen. This approach
allows us to study the effects of the atomic substituent on
molecular intense-field photodynamics. Structural parameters
can only be varied in discrete steps, in the present case simply
because there are only four halogen atoms (ignoring the
short-living radioactive astatine atom, At). We selected mono-
substituted aromatic molecules because their ionization is
facilitated by a resonance in the phenyl group, and because
of their relevance as pointed out above. In addition, the series
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of monohalobenzenes is easily expanded into the wider group
of substituted benzenes. These have the general structural
formula C6H5–R, where R is a substituent functional group
such as the nitro group –NO2 or the methyl group –CH3. Such
functional groups often determine the characteristic role of a
substituted molecule in an application, which makes them
worth investigating.






+), and iodobenzene (C6H5I
+) as a function
of pulse intensity, under single-molecule conditions. We focus
ultrashort (50 fs, 804 nm) pulses into the target vapor and
record ion yields as a function of pulse energy from amicrometer-
sized interaction volume only, inside which the intensity varies
by less than 1/14th of a decade on a logarithmic intensity axis.
This small variation, without the need for deconvolution,12–16
eliminates focal averaging. Further details on the method used
to suppress signal averaging can be found in the Appendix.
By suppressing signal averaging17 over the wide range of
intensities found in the focal spot (the volume effect), we
observe features in the ion yields of aromatic molecules that
are fingerprints of molecular resonance-enhanced multiphoton
ionization (REMPI).18 Ionizing through an intermediate
excited state allows us to study not only the ionization mecha-
nisms, but the properties of the excited states themselves.
These excited states are more greatly affected by the Stark
effect,19 increasing the ability of the laser field to influence
subsequent photochemical processes.20
Our measured ion yields are presented in Fig. 1, in which the
logarithm of the ion yield Y is plotted against the logarithm of
the pulse intensity I. This double-logarithmic representation
is customary and convenient in studies of intense-field ioniza-
tion, because ion yields from multiphoton processes, which
rise as Y p Im, where m is the number of photons involved,
appear as straight lines with slope m. Based on our estimates
of the Keldysh parameter,21 MPI is expected; this is supported
by the existence of several such straight lines with integer
slope in our experimental data. Fitted values for the slopes
are presented in Table 1. We find that each target molecule
has two regions of intensities with constant integer slope, a
signature of REMPI. In this process a resonant transition to
an excited molecular state becomes saturated such that a
smaller number of photons is capable of ionizing from this
immediately-populated excited state. This excited state is
the 1pp* (1 1B2) state which has been well-documented in the
halobenzenes through nanosecond UV (1+1) REMPI experi-
ments around 266 nm.22–24 The monohalobenzenes all follow
(m+n) REMPI patterns. At the highest intensities used, the
parent ion yields of all five species rapidly decrease as other
processes become dominant, such as multiple ionization and
fragmentation.
Results and discussion
The curve for benzene most closely indicates a slope-six to
slope-three kink, representative of a (3+3) REMPI process.
However, both slopes rise slightly more quickly than this (see
Table 1). Because the six-photon range of our 804 nm photons
is 9.25 eV  0.06 eV (with the uncertainty due to the
bandwidth of the femtosecond pulses), six photons are not
always enough to exceed the ionization potential, 9.24 eV,
and so we expect some mixing of six- and seven-photon
processes. Similarly, the transition from the excited to ionic
state in benzene is barely within range of three, resulting
in some mixing between three- and four-photon processes.
The six-photon result matches previous results carried out at
800 nm.25
In fluorobenzene and chlorobenzene we observe a seven-
photon to four-photon absorption, indicative of (3+4) REMPI.
This seems counterintuitive, as the ionization potential of both
molecules (9.20 eV and 9.07 eV for fluorobenzene and chloro-
benzene, respectively) are within the energy of six photons.
Channel closing was investigated as a possible explanation,
but was determined to be unsuitable, as discussed further below.
Fig. 1 Parent ion yields of benzene and the monohalobenzenes.
Molecular parent ion yields of benzene (black), fluorobenzene (red),
chlorobenzene (green), bromobenzene (blue), and iodobenzene (pink)
as a function of intensity, measured with 804 nm, 50 fs pulses. Data
has been normalized for consistency in pressure and collection time,
and has been shifted vertically by two orders of magnitude per dataset
to allow viewing on the same graph. Errors in the count rate are based
on counting statistics, while errors in intensity are estimated from
experimental uncertainties in power measurement and laser stability.
Thin black lines, marked with the log-log slope (and thus the number
of photons in the process) are meant to guide the eye, and represent
our determination of the most accurate integer slope. Mathematically
fitted slope values can be found in Table 1.
Table 1 Mathematically fitted results. Fitted slopes were determined
by plotting 10log(yield) vs. 10log(intensity) and fitting to linear trends
weighted by the error bars over the relevant regions. A description of
the fitting routine can be found in Appendix 1. Ionization potentials
are included for comparison
Species IP (eV) Low intensity slope High intensity slope
Benzene 9.24 6.27  0.10 B3.5  0.1
PhF 9.20 7.03  0.12 4.00  0.02
PhCl 9.07 6.80  0.10 4.02  0.04
PhBr 9.00 5.93  0.09 3.03  0.06
PhI 8.85 6.71  0.21 3.97  0.02
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However, it has been put forward that in substituted benzenes
the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the
HOMO1 may contribute significantly to ionization.26 For
fluorobenzene and chlorobenzene, there is a difference
in energy of the HOMO and HOMO1 of approximately
0.6 eV,27 which is enough to account for (3+4) REMPI if the
HOMO1 transition is more strongly on resonance with an
excited state, which seems to be the case here. It is notable that
the HOMO1 plays a role in the halobenzenes but not in
benzene; in the higher symmetry of benzene (point group D6h),
the two highest occupied MOs are degenerate (e1g character),
and their contributions to ionization cannot be considered
independently. The addition of a halogen substituent lowers
the molecular symmetry in the halobenzenes to point group
C2v. This lifts the degeneracy of the HOMO and HOMO1; in
PhCl (Ph = phenyl group), for instance, these MOs have
character b1 and a2, respectively.
28 A degeneracy in the 1pp*
excited state is similarly lifted, resulting in another possible
excitation pathway.
Bromobenzene has an even lower ionization potential
(9.00 eV), which allows for a six-photon process to dominate
the ionization. As the resonant three-photon transition
(ground state to 1pp*) saturates, three-photon ionization takes
over. Here ionization from the HOMO1, which would
require seven photons, seems to be insignificant. The heavier
halogen substituents induce a larger splitting between the
energies of the HOMO and HOMO1, which seems to push
the HOMO1 farther from a resonant transition.
Of particular interest is iodobenzene, where we observe
a seven- to four-photon kink. It is generally accepted that
266-nm (within the same energy spread of three 804-nm
photons) excitation of PhI excites the HOMO into a bound
1pp* state,29–34 so we expect this transition to be strongly
resonant. This singlet state rapidly predissociates to a repulsive
3ns* triplet state, which leads to bond cleavage in the neutral
molecule: PhX* - Ph + X; similar nonradiative decay has
been observed in heteroaromatic molecules.35,36 Unlike the
other halobenzenes, which have PhX* 1pp* lifetimes ranging
from hundreds of picoseconds to several nanoseconds, the
unperturbed lifetime of the PhI* 1pp* state is between 20 fs
and 700 fs.31,37–40 This ultrafast intersystem crossing in iodo-
benzene is due to the strong spin–orbit coupling induced by
the iodine atom. For the lighter halogen substituents this
coupling is smaller (internal heavy atom effect)40 and inter-
system crossing is unlikely. In our mass spectra for iodobenzene
we observe not only an abundance of Ph+ and I+, but also
ionic states of the iodine atom through I8+, which indicates
that an absorption, a predissociative intersystem crossing,
and a nascent dissociation occur quickly enough to leave
time to ionize the now-independent atom up to eight times
(PhI- PhI*(1pp*)- PhI*(3ns*)- Ph+ + IN+) before the
end of the 50-fs laser pulse. As expected for ultrafast intersystem
Fig. 2 Energy level diagram of observed processes in benzene and the monohalobenzenes (energies not to scale). (A) Sketch of (3+3) REMPI
observed in benzene. Photons are shown as red arrows, the ionization continuum is shown as a checkered area, and the relevant molecular orbitals
are shown next to the energy levels. (B) Sketch of REMPI processes involving the HOMO and HOMO1. In the monohalobenzenes the
degenerate benzene p (e1g) and p* (e1g) levels are split. In this panel B, the left column of arrows shows (3+4) REMPI as seen in fluorobenzene and
chlorobenzene dominated by the HOMO1, and the right column shows (3+3) REMPI as seen in bromobenzene where the HOMO1 does not
contribute. (C) Sketch of 3-photon excitation from the HOMO, ultrafast intersystem crossing to a dissociative triplet state, and 4-photon
ionization as seen in iodobenzene. The intersystem crossing involves an electronic orbital rearrangement, which ends with the HOMO filled and
unpaired electrons in both the n and s* states.
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crossing in PhI we observe fragments in its mass spectrum even
for the lowest intensities, while fragments of the other halo-
benzenes are absent (or appear in trace amounts). Further, the
energy difference of the HOMO and HOMO1 in iodobenzene
is E0.73 eV (nearly half the energy of a photon),27 so given
that the HOMO is strongly resonant, the contribution of the
HOMO1 is unlikely to contribute to resonant excitation. We
thus disregard the role of the HOMO1 here. This makes the
observed slope of four intriguing. Ionizing from the 1pp* state
would not yield a four-photon process; it is well within the
range of three photons. However, ionization from the 3ns*
state during the dissociation explains the four-photon process.
Thus, we determine that the slope of four is representative of a
three-photon excitation to the singlet 1pp* state followed by a
nearly immediate intersystem crossing to the dissociative
triplet 3ns* state, which then requires four photons to ionize
before it can completely dissociate,22,29 as shown in Fig. 2c.
As a result, we find a four-photon process for more than half a
decade in intensity.
The importance of the intersystem crossing is clear in the
mass spectra, as shown in Fig. 3. The internal heavy atom
effect increases the likelihood of the dissociation to the phenyl
radical and atomic halogen, and perhaps unsurprisingly,
we observe increasing amounts of the ionized phenyl with
heavier substituents. What may be surprising, however, is that
the phenyl ion peak overtakes the parent ion peak in the
iodobenzene spectrum. The apparent peak-to-peak ratio is
somewhat misleading; the bin width is constant in time, and
since the time of flight scales as (m/q)1/2, at higher masses the
peaks spread out over more bins, giving the appearance of a
smaller peak height.
Nevertheless, throughout the majority of the intensity range
studied, the phenyl ion yield is between one and three times
greater than the parent ion yield in iodobenzene. Although
dissociation is the leading process (particularly at higher
intensities), rate model calculations suggest that the log–log
slopes of seven and four remain unaffected under the given
conditions.
Parent ion yield suppression
In addition to the dynamics, we must examine the more general
effects of the substituents on the ion yields. One expects that as
dissociation and fragmentation channels become more prevalent,
the yield will saturate at a lower intensity. Further, one expects
that the probability of creating a singly-charged ion is lowered
due to the increased number of loss channels; benzene has fewer
(and less likely) dissociation channels than the halobenzenes.
Fig. 3 Raw mass spectra. The mass spectra for each halobenzene,
shown here for intensity 4  1013 W/cm2, indicate the increased
presence of the phenyl ion (C6H5
+). This signifies the importance of
the internal heavy-atom effect in the dissociation of the halobenzenes.
Table 2 Saturation intensity and ionization suppression. The intensity
at which the parent ion yield reaches its maximum, known as the
saturation intensity, decreases notably with increasing halogen size.
Additionally, the relative parent ion yield at the saturation intensity
decreases dramatically compared to benzene. Ionization potentials are
included for comparison
Species Isat (10
14 W/cm2) Relative counts at Isat IP (eV)
C6H6 2.18 1 9.24
C6H5F 2.19 0.555 9.20
C6H5Cl 1.77 0.249 9.07
C6H5Br 1.73 0.079 9.00
C6H5I 1.15 0.057 8.85
Fig. 4 Ionization suppression.Molecular parent ion yields of benzene
(black), fluorobenzene (red), chlorobenzene (green), bromobenzene
(blue), and iodobenzene (pink) as seen in Fig. 1 without scaling for
easier viewing. In this representation, the suppression of the ion
yields due to the increased number and likelihood of higher-order
channels (multiple ionization, dissociation, etc.) becomes increasingly
evident.
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This is indeed what we find. The authors wish to address the
point, once again, that saturation intensities were previously
inferred from the limiting slope of the yield vs. log(I) plots
when full three-dimensional spatial resolution was not available;41
here values are not inferred but measured directly.
As detailed in Table 2, the dependence of saturation inten-
sity on the likelihood of fragmentation is not entirely simple;
bromobenzene fragments much more easily than chlorobenzene,
yet they have very similar saturation intensities. There also
seems to be a strong correlation of saturation intensity with the
ionization potential of the molecule, with benzene and fluoro-
benzene being very similar, chlorobenzene and bromobenzene
being very similar, and iodobenzene being much smaller than
the rest. The maximum ion yield at the saturation intensity
of each halobenzene is considerably smaller than that of
benzene, which is not surprising due to the increased number
of dissociation channels.
Channel closing ruled out as an explanation of slopes that do not
match ionization potentials
In the results for fluorobenzene, chlorobenzene and iodo-
benzene, we see initial rising slopes of seven even though,
based on their known ionization potentials, we expect six
photons to be sufficient to ionize. One possible explanation
that was explored was channel closing, a phenomenon in
which the intense field induces a ponderomotive (AC Stark)
shift of the energy levels until the n-photon channel is no
longer accessible, and ionization can only be achieved by an
(n + 1)-photon process. This seems reasonable given that the
ponderomotive energy at B1013 W/cm2 is about 0.6 eV.
Based purely on ionization potential, channel closing should
be stronger in benzene than in fluoro- and chlorobenzene, but
we see the opposite. One could conclude that the molecular
symmetry (D6h for benzene and C2v for the halobenzenes)
could affect how the energy levels couple to the field, but
bromobenzene seems to be unaffected; if the six-photon
channel is open in bromobenzene, it would also be open in
iodobenzene, where we also see a dominant seven-photon
process. We conclude that even if channel closing sufficiently
explains the seven-photon processes in fluorobenzene and
chlorobenzene, it does not explain the seven-photon process
in iodobenzene.
Perhaps most importantly, we determine that channel
closing, even if it explained the initial slopes of seven, would
be inconsistent with the subsequent slopes of four. Because
the ionization occurs from an excited state, we still expect a
slope of three after the resonance saturates. As illustrated in
Fig. 5, the resonant excitation occurs when the ponderomotive
energy is small; at low intensities this can occur throughout
the pulse, but at high intensities it occurs very quickly on the
rising edge of the pulse. After excitation, the energy shift
of the excited states is expected to be comparable to the
energy shift of the continuum,19 making the shift irrelevant
to ionization. This is further enhanced due to the aromati-
city of the molecules and the resulting delocalization of the
orbitals in question,42 as the delocalized electrons are essen-
tially free to move with the field within their bound state. We
thus conclude that channel closing is not consistent with our
results.
Conclusions
A resonant transition to a 1pp* excited state is relevant
for all five aromatic molecules we have investigated. The
phenyl group inherits this resonance from the benzene
aromatic system; in more complex substituted benzenes the
perturbation of this aromatic orbital system will depend
on the nature and number of functional groups of various
kinds. For instance, the behavior in the photochemical
stability of certain DNA bases can be attributed to such
excited states.43
The dominating feature in regard to the comparative
ionization suppression of the halobenzenes seems to be the
increasing strength of the spin–orbit coupling across the series
Fo Clo Bro I. The spin–orbit coupling causes an increased
likelihood of dissociation and, in the case of iodobenzene,
interrupts the standard two-stage REMPI process with a
singlet–triplet intersystem crossing.
Modern techniques to create attosecond pulses are rooted
in electron rescattering in intense field ionization.6 In light of
Fig. 5 Effects of the ponderomotive shift. At low intensities (A), the ponderomotive energy shifts are small. At higher intensities (B) when the
ponderomotive shift becomes significant, the now-saturated resonant excitation occurs very quickly on the rising edge of the pulse. Unlike the
ground state, the excited states undergo an energy shift comparable to the continuum before absorbing another three photons (red arrows) to
ionize. This ultimately renders the shift irrelevant.
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the present work, rescattering and other processes44 that rely
on intense-field ionization must account for simultaneous
(or competing) ionization from the molecular HOMO and
the HOMO1 orbitals (or more MOs, which also may be
degenerate), and the interpretation of the produced attosecond
pulses or molecular images must be done with prudence.
Appendix: Materials and methods
Eliminating focal averaging
We recorded ions using a reflectron-type time-of-flight (TOF)
ion mass spectrometer from a micrometer-sized interaction
volume only, inside which the intensity varies by less than
1/14th of a decade on a logarithmic axis. This small variation,
without the need for deconvolution, eliminates focal averaging.
Mass spectrometers are often tuned such that ions from all
positions in the focus are detected at the same TOF; our
system, however, is deliberately tuned to create a linear
dependence of the TOF on the initial position of the ions in
the focus. As a result, the spatial distribution in the focus is
mapped directly onto the TOF spectrum. A full description of
this approach is found in ref. 17. We emphasize that the
structures we observe (straight lines, kinks, and drops) would
have escaped observation when, following common practice,
ions had been recorded from the entire focal region, an
approach termed ‘full view’ (FV).12 To make this point, it
would have been instructive to show the FV version of our
PhX+ (Ph = phenyl group, X = halogen) data; unfortunately,
no such curves have been reported in the literature. However,
benzene has been studied extensively, for instance by Talebpour
et al.;25 therefore, we measured benzene as well. In Fig. 6 our
data (red squares) is shown along with the FV data of ref. 25
(black circles). For the purpose of direct comparison, our data
is shifted in intensity by a constant factor to compensate for
differences in intensity calibrations between different groups’
data. Such a shift does not distort the results other than to
displace the saturation intensity. Based on our current benzene
data we have simulated (blue curve) the yields we would have
found if we had used the FV approach; this simulation agrees
with the experimental FV data, even overlapping their theoretical
curve (dashed curve). The data of ref. 25, like any using a FV
approach, suffers from a Yp I3/2 dependence (slope 3/2) for
the highest intensities. This is a conspicuous feature of all
FV curves: an artifact unrelated to the actual underlying
molecular dynamics.13 At the highest intensities, the FV
slope-3/2 data is about three orders of magnitude different
from our true data, a dramatic discrepancy arising from the
different acceptance volume sizes. The single property the FV
curves inherit from the true ones is their slope for lowest
intensities; we have overlapped the FV curves with our data to
demonstrate this limited agreement.
Because the FV approach has prevented previous works
from identifying the presently observed kinks, we emphasize
the importance of excluding the possibility that the kinks in
the PhX+ yields are not an artifact of our approach. To do so,
we also investigated the ionization of atomic xenon, in which
we expect no such resonant features. We observe that the
Xe+ yield does not feature a kink; it rises in agreement
with FV results of other groups.45,46 We conclude our kinks
are genuine.
Determining mathematically-fitted slope values
Plotting the logarithm of the yield against the logarithm of
the intensity, as mentioned previously, results in a linear slope
equal to the number of photons in the process. In each case, as
seen in Fig. 7, the range over which a slope was fitted was
determined by finding the limits where, by including more
data points of higher or lower intensity, the slope no longer
remained consistent, whereas removing points did not signifi-
cantly change the slope. This can be done objectively in all
cases except benzene where, as discussed in the main text, we
expect some mixing of three- and four-photon processes. As a
result, the inclusion or rejection of single points does not result
in a consistent slope over a large range at the higher intensities
in benzene, and this slope is thus open to some subjectivity.
Experimental parameters
We used 804-nm (ho = 1.54 eV), 50-fs pulses produced by a
Ti:sapphire laser system based on chirped-pulse amplification.
Fig. 6 The effect of eliminating focal averaging. Red open squares:
our C6H6
+ yield as a function of pulse intensity. For comparison we
show the results of ref. 25, where ions were collected from a large
region of the focus (full-view, FV): experimental yield (black open
circles) and theoretical prediction (black dashed line). For the purpose
of direct comparison, our data is shifted in intensity by a constant
factor to compensate for differences in intensity calibrations between
the data. The structures in our measured ion yields atB2 1013 W/cm2
are washed out in ref. 25 due to integration over the focal volume.
Additionally, for intensities beyondB1014 W/cm2 our ion yield decreases
due to competing processes, such as multiple ionization and fragmen-
tation. By contrast, the FV C6H6
+ yield keeps increasing with a slope
of 3/2, an artifact due to the growing size of the focus. We simulated
(blue curve) the FV data by convoluting our own data into a much larger
(100 100 2000 mm) acceptance volume. This focal integration washes
out our structures.
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These pulses were focused into a target vacuum chamber at
stagnation pressures of B5  107 mbar, with this pressure
chosen to maximize the count rate while avoiding high-
pressure distortions in the data. The resulting Gaussian laser
focus, as measured with beam imaging software, was found
to be 35 mm in FWHM. Intensities were calibrated by
mixing benzene and xenon in the chamber and adjusting our
calculated intensities to the well-documented saturation
intensity of xenon.45,46 Rotating a half-wave plate in the laser’s
compressor allowed adjustable attenuation of the beam ranging
from B1  1013 W/cm2 to B4  1014 W/cm2. This range of
intensities was adequate for identifying the relevant processes
in all molecules considered except iodobenzene; to achieve
low enough intensities for iodobenzene, a 50% transmission
neutral density filter was inserted in the beam path, and was
used only for intensities less than 1  1013 W/cm2. Frequency
resolved optical gating47 measurements showed no significant
changes in pulse quality or duration as a result of the neutral
density filter.
Ions were detected with a double microchannel plate, the
signal of which we fed into a counting card controlled by
a PC. The spectrometer was tuned to map the spatial ion
densities created by the laser pulses in the focus onto the
TOF spectrum; by setting a region of interest in the TOF
spectrum we then count ions created in a micrometer-sized,
limited detection volume only. Ion counts from outside the
detection volume are simply discarded. Inside this detection
volume the intensity is almost constant. Further details of
the three-dimensional spatial ion resolution can be found
in ref. 17.
For the present measurements we adjusted the dimensions
of the detection volume to 500 mm (along the laser propaga-
tion direction)  15 mm  15 mm (along the two transverse
directions); we estimate that more than half of the detec-
tion volume is between 85–100% of the maximum intensity,
and none of the volume is below 50%, which limits errors to
B1/14th of a decade of a logarithmic intensity axis. This
estimate includes possible vibrations and laser pointing
variations of up to  4 micrometers standard deviation. The
intrinsic fluctuations in the laser pulse energy were less than
8%. All target chemicals were obtained from Aldrich, with
purity 99.5% or better (99.0% for iodobenzene), and used as
purchased.
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Fig. 7 Mathematically-fitted slopes. Plotting the logarithm of the
yield against the logarithm of the intensity, seen for benzene (A),
fluorobenzene (B), chlorobenzene (C), bromobenzene (D) and iodo-
benzene (E), results in a linear slope equal to the number of photons
in the process. Linear fits are presented for high- and low-intensity
regions.
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